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technology revive 
focus 

potential 50 % because of the nature of the river and
natural calamities, revive 

revive 
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PHE
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enquiry 
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Please.

Please. 

The House is adjourned for 30 minites.

Constitution 

Constitution of India. delimitation Parliament
delimitation Delimitation 

Constitution 
few second..

disorder 

Very much disorder unconstitutional Constitution 
very much related with point order,  out of order 

 Constitu
tion of India. Up on the
complition of each cencus the total number of seats in the Legisla-
tive Assembly of each states and the division of each state into
trritorial constituency shall be re-adjustment delimitation by
such authority and in susch manner parliament may be law deter-
mined ..........

delimitation 
Election Commissioner delimita-
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tion Commission 
delimitation delimitation 

Jurisdiction Constitution 
provided that such re-adjustment provided that delimitation
shall not effect re-presentation in the Legislative Assembly untill the
dissolution of the then existing  Assembly. dissolve

Jurisdiction 
Constitution of India Un-Constitution

Constitution 
disorder Constitution 

Jurisdiction 

misinterpretation 

delimitation 

in-
terruption........

misinterpretation 
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interruption........

orderly 
argument 

misinterpretation 

Administrative structure 

misinterpretation 

delimitation 

Dissolve Jurisdiction 

interruption........ 

Administrative structure 
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delimitation 

delimitation 

delimitation 
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disorder in-
terruption........ 
Short notice interruption........

ruling 

clear 

Point of order short notice question
hour 

short
notice question short notice question 

question submission date 

satisfied, 

lay  

Short no-
tice 
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short notice question 
interruption 

short notice question

 lay

short notice question 

(a) Is it true that appointment of 18
employees have been cancelled on 31-08-2023? (b) If yes, what is
the reason behind it?(c) Was the recruitment process not fair? Who
is responsible for that?(d) What is the stand of the Government against
the persons involved in the sellection process?

Dental
Technician,Laboratory Techinician dresser, driver,
dietician, physiotherapist Black-
smith Dental technician Dresser  driver dietician

Lab Technician physiotherapist photographer 

Dental technician 
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Dental technician Electrician
course  diploma blacksmith  black-
smith Lab technician  

certificate  

short notice question  

pick load
demand 

load shed-
ding  

APDCL  

Smti. Nandita Gorlosa, Minster : Hon’ble Deputy Speaker sir, I
think  on the first day itself, there was a huge discussion and hon’ble
Chief Minster has replied it to the public. Even though the question
has come it has been given to you.You may get the answers whatever
has been asked for. Thank you.

Short Notice question 
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peak hours 

peak hours 

Hon'ble Deputy Speaker Sir,
The answer  has been  laid on floor  but as we give brief on the
accident has been asked, inquiry is  going on and if we find that there
has been any lapse from our department we will check and take the
action . Thank you so much .

Rules of procedure and conduct of business, Assam Legislative As-
sembly. Rule- 48-  short question hour 

 member Starred- - Unstarred 

The Speaker may
direct the  answer to be laid on the table of the House.-- I can direct
the minsiter to lay the answer   -  it is not Good ,
Parliamentary system  Chair  challege 

In other aspect, the procedure to the short notice ques-
tion  shall be the same as for  only a question for oral answer,  with
such modification as the speaker may consider necessary or conve-
nient.  ---    I can allowed the minister to speak or reply or I can
instruct the minister to lay down the answer.  
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 provided further that the member in whose name such
short notice questions stands may asked to supplimentary only and
other member are  may asked one supplimentary each only, if per-
mitted by the Speaker
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Chair
Chair

accept 

raise raise 

ruling treasury branch react 
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point of order 

House order
then you can point out  House point or order 

how can we judge
point of order point of order  I turned down,

it is not point of order

 zero
hour matter 
submit 

impatient 
 serially 

special land advisory 
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VGR PGR
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VGR, PGR, Forest Forest
Forest Dwellers Act, Hon’ble Forest Minister , 

Forest Dwellers Act,  
ST/SC settlement allotment 

Criteria 

dispose 

special cultivation 

special cultivation 
SDLAC

Tenant Act 
Act 

1st phase 
dispose 

phase  RTPS Portal 
service name

correction, area correction. service unneces-
sary correction ser-
vice allotment certificate permanent ser-
vice 

 

normal process , special
drive, allotment  normal process 

Rural area 

RCC, Assam type

 RCC
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, Assam type 

settle
settlement 

climate chang 
Govt. 

point of order ,

Zero Hour 

question hour zero hour 
question hour 
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please 

House is adjourned for 15th minutes.
House resumed after 15th minutes.

Hon'ble Deputy Speaker on the Chair.

"on protest" 

"on protest" 

recording
recording 

recording 
screen 

please 
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Revenue Circle 

geo-
logical 

cadestrial survey 
cadestrial survey 

NC village NC village 
cadestrial survey 
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Sir, before entering into the business I
have submitted one breach of priviledge motion after the Zero Hour
and business is entered. I would like to request you kindly to allow
me to move my Breach of Priviledge Motion.

"The Assam State Transport Corporation of the Transport De-
partment, Government of Assam" 

"The Assam Backward Classes Commission
(Amendment) Bill, 2023" 

"The Assam Backward Classes Commission (Amend-
ment) Bill, 2023" 
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The Assam Backward
Classes Commission (Amendment) Bill, 2023
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The Assam Backward Classes Commission (Amendment)
Bill, 2023

 THE ASSAM GRATUITY

(AMENDMENT) BILL, 2023 

THE
ASSAM GRATUITY (AMENDMENT) BILL, 2023 
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The Assam Gratuity (Amend-
ment) Bill, 2023

The Assam Gratuity (Amendment) Bill, 2023

THE ASSAM TEA PLANTATIONS PROVIDENT FUND

AND PENSION FUND AND DEPOSIT LINKED INSURANCE FUND

SCHEME (AMENDMENT) BILL, 2023 
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THE

ASSAM TEA PLANTATIONS PROVIDENT FUND AND PENSION FUND AND

DEPOSIT LINKED INSURANCE FUND SCHEME (AMENDMENT) BILL,

2023 

THE ASSAM TEA PLANTA-

TIONS PROVIDENT FUND AND PENSION FUND AND DEPOSIT

LINKED INSURANCE FUND SCHEME (AMENDMENT) BILL, 2023
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THE ASSAM TEA PLANTATIONS PROVIDENT FUND AND PENSION FUND

AND DEPOSIT LINKED INSURANCE FUND SCHEME (AMENDMENT)

BILL, 2023

“The Assam Repealing Bill, 2023 

Under the provision of Article 207 (3) of the Constitution of
India  I Shri Gulab Chand Kataria, Governor of Assam recommend
that “The Assam Repealing Bill, 2023 be taken into consideration
by the Assam Legislative Assembly.

“The
Assam Repealing Bill, 2023 

absent.
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“The Assam Repealing
Bill, 2023 

“The Assam Repealing Bill, 2023 
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Heritage Assam 

The House Adjourned Sine-die.


